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Around this time a year ago, Dana and I had the opportunity to watch our ten-year-old 
grandson play in a baseball tournament.  It was a fun experience,  

but it brought with it an unanticipated side effect. 

The side effect was triggered by witnessing Ryan’s unbridled self-confidence while at 
bat 

—even to the point of going after any pitch he could possibly reach, rather than 
allow himself to be walked  

by a pitcher who was clearly having control problems. 

Needless to say, his coaches were not as amused as we were. 

 

But watching that little drama unfold, I suddenly found myself transported back in time 
by a nearly-forgotten memory that now came flooding back in intricate detail. 

I, too, was ten years old, and coming to bat in a baseball game.  However (unlike my 
future grandson),  

this was an occasion for the most gut-wrenching fear that I have ever 
experienced. 

Because this was the Ohio state championship game, top of the fourth inning, two outs, 

with the potentially tying and go-ahead runs on base. 

And in that moment, I suddenly realized … that I did not belong there … 

There were other players on our team whose skills and confidence level would 
have been up to the occasion, 

But I was not one of them. 

For one thing, most of the players on that field were a year or more older.  And truth be 
told, 

I was on that team only because my height made me a reasonably competent 
first baseman. 



As we rolled through the district, regional, and state tournament undefeated, I had 
basked in the glory.   

But now, it suddenly occurred to me, that my role had been simply to field my 
position  

and occupy a relatively harmless spot in the batting order. 

And now, at the most inopportune time, it was all coming down to someone who 
suddenly felt like an imposter. 

So as I trudged to the plate with the crowd screaming, my ten-year-old mind was 
screaming, 

“This is not right, you do not belong here, no ten-year-old kid should be put in this 
situation, etc., etc.!!” 

So, unlike my future grandson, I determined: that bat was not leaving my shoulder!  
Even if I was called out on strikes, 

 I was too petrified to swing that bat. 

    

Now, in retrospect, I suppose I had something in common with Elijah, the Old 
Testament prophet in today’s scripture reading.   

He has been cruising along as well, doing his thing as a prophet 

until he, too, suddenly finds himself in a situation for which he has no prior 
experience, no resources, no idea of what to do. 

Up until this moment, he has seemed more than up to the task.  Go back and read the 
chapters leading up to this event, and you will see that he has been pretty successful at 
confounding Queen Jezebel and King Ahab in their efforts to install worship of pagan 
idols in Israel. 

But now, because of bellicose threats from Jezebel, he is paralyzed with dread.  

Jezebel, you see, is a piece of work.  She is a trash-talking genius who has developed 
evil to an art form. 

And sooner, not later, she always gets what she wants. 

So when she learns that Elijah has gotten in her way by upstaging her prophets of Ba’al 
and having them killed, she announces that he, too, will be dead by noon. 

Suddenly, for the first time, Elijah feels he is out of his league; he cannot see a path 
forward. 

And so he runs for his life. 



 

Fear and uncertainty—that’s what is driving these stories.   

Fear and uncertainty for a ten-year-old baseball player, about to be exposed as a fraud 
in front of God and everyone. 

Fear and uncertainty for this prophet, in the face of Jezebel’s threats.  

Fear and uncertainty even for Jezebel and Ahab, as they reach out superstitiously to the 
idols of Ba’al, grasping at anything that might help them hold and expand their power. 

Fear and uncertainty as well, perhaps, for a congregation in a time of transition, 

or a nation fearing that it is careening toward a war that nobody wants. 

And just Thursday morning, the headlines read that the Fed is raising concerns about 
the economy, because (quote) “… uncertainty has increased.”   

(And the constant refrain is “ … the markets fear uncertainty).” 

So what of you?  Is today one of those sunny, best-ever days in your personal life, 

or do fear and uncertainty lurk somewhere in the recesses of your soul?     

 

Meanwhile, back in the wilderness, Elijah is on the lam.  Let’s look, together, at the 
interesting dynamic that develops between him and God. 

At first glance, it appears that the Lord is really looking out for the prophet.   

When Elijah has gone a day’s journey into the wilderness, he lies down under a 
tree, asks the Lord that he might die right then and there, and promptly falls 
asleep.   

And what happens?  Not once, but twice, angels come and waken him, and 
minister to him with food and water; 

and if that’s not enough, they tell him that he needs to strengthen himself for a 
journey. 

So expecting further instructions, Elijah proceeds on a long trek, finally arriving at 
Horeb, the mountain of the Lord,  

where he spends the night in a cave. 

But did you notice that in the morning, the tone changes a bit?  The word of the Lord 
comes to him, saying, “What are you doing here, Elijah?” 

Only, it’s more like, “What are you doing here?”   



(Ever have that feeling?) 

Yet Elijah, it seems, is slow on the uptake.  He simply begins reciting what everybody 
knows at this point: 

“O Lord, I have really gone to bat for you, even as they killed your other prophets.  
I alone am left, and now they want to kill me!” 

Now apparently, the word of the Lord doesn’t buy in to Elijah’s fear and self-pity.  
Instead, he is instructed to “Go out and stand on the mountain before the Lord, for the 
Lord is about to pass by.”  

And then comes that famous sequence, where Elijah, expecting some sort of great 
epiphany, waits for God— 

first in a mighty, rock-splitting wind,  

then in an earthquake,  

and then a fire, 

but the Lord is not in any of them. 

Then, finally, the sound of sheer … silence … . 

When Elijah ‘hears’ that, he wraps his face in his mantle and goes out and stands at the 
entrance of the cave. 

And then comes that same voice, saying again, 

 “What are you doing here, Elijah?” 

Only this time, it sounds like: 

 “Are you … still … here … !!?” 

Cluelessly, Elijah begins reciting the same screed:  

“They’re out to get your prophets, Lord!  I’m only one left, and now they are trying 
to kill me!” 

But the Lord, apparently, has heard enough.  

“Go,” says the Holy One.  “Return on your way to the wilderness of Damascus, 
… …” 

(followed by instructions as to what to do when he arrives). 

In other words, God sends him right back into the fray, saying, in effect, “Pick up right 
where you left off.” 

Now friends, I think there is a subtext here.  



And the subtext is that after all, Elijah has already shown himself to be pretty darn 
successful in dealing with the cantankerous Jezebel.   

So ask yourself, how someone who had been so resourceful has allowed himself 
to become so undone,  

simply because Jezebel has thrown a new wrinkle at him? 

Could it be that God’s message to Elijah is that he already possesses resources for 
dealing with these new instances of fear and uncertainty? 

And might it be that in recognizing those places where God’s grace has already 
been active in your life and mine,  

we can draw strength for those times when the crisis with Iran  

or the crisis at  your office   

throws you a curveball? 

 

Take, for example, my moment of fear in that championship game long ago. 

Turns out, what I hadn’t taken into account, was the muscle memory of having spent 
hundreds of hours on school playgrounds and at team practice and in back yards,  

unwittingly being prepared for that very moment. 

So yes, my terrified mind vowed that bat would not leave my shoulder.  But on his 
second pitch, the pitcher happened to groove one,  

and somehow, as if with a mind of its own, the bat began to move and somehow 
made contact with the ball, 

which somehow ended up far enough into center field to put our team back in the 
lead (at least for the moment). 

But here’s the thing: my scared ten-year-old self was pulling into second base before I 
even consciously realized what had just happened. 

Swinging that bat was no act of skill, let alone  heroism.  It was simply the fruit of 
a faithful discipline that I didn’t even know was being developed. 

Now, let’s be clear, this little epiphany at age ten was not exactly a theological event.  
Moreover, muscle memory is not quite the same thing as the grace of God  

(whi-i-ch demonstrates why sports analogies in church should probably be few 
and far between). 

Yet, was this childhood episode a small taste, a glimpse, of the reservoirs of strength 
and resourcefulness God has provided  



if you and I are paying attention? 

And how much more does the Holy One long to equip us for whatever life throws at us? 

 

So what, this week, has triggered fear and anxiety for you?  A constitutional crisis in the 
body politic, 

 or a crisis in your own bodily constitution? 

Or maybe just good old-fashioned heartbreak over the scheduled ICE raids, 

heartbreak that either saps your resolve or causes you to engage with renewed 
energy? 

And as we address such uncertainties, how might the grace of God have already been 
preparing you to respond (as the good book says) with “energy, intelligence, 
imagination, and love?”   

(That’s not THE Good Book, but the Presbyterian Book of Order). 

So friends, we can stack up years of perfect attendance pins for Sunday School, and 
still be brought up short by things we never saw coming. 

Because peace of mind is not something you can earn; the anxious cannot buy it with 
their careful preparation, any more than the self-assured can purchase it with their 
confidence. 

Because in the end, the opposite of fear and uncertainty … is not confidence, or 
optimism;  

it is trust … and faith … and hope. 

Even as the earth shakes beneath us this week, may you and I know … that the Giver 
of Life … is trying to provide us with each of those gifts.  

 

Please pray with me: 

Let us know, O Lord, let us know 

that you are equipping us with your grace, 

so that in every time of fear and uncertainty, you stand waiting  

not in the wind,  

or in the earthquake,  

or in the fire,  



but in the sound of sheer silence,  

waiting to be invited in.  Amen.  


